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In this paper we give an exact coexact characterization f the finite cardinals in a topos, in- 
dependent of the property of K-finiteness. This result is inspired by an important characterization 
of the Natural Numbers in a topos first given by P. Freyd. 
Definition. Let (X, _ )  be a linearly ordered object (_< is a partial order and 
< U _<°P=X×X). A morphism s :X~X is said to be a successor function for 
(X, < ) if: 
s×id  
(a) ~xXc_XxX ,XxX 
< ~__< 
is a pullback, where X is the image of ___ c_ X x X 
(b) (id, s) :X~X×X factors through _<. 
Prl 
,Xand <=<f lAx ;  
If (X, <) is linearly ordered with a successor function s :X~X and X decidable 
(XxX=Ax+ -~Ax), we have that _< = < +Ax, therefore X=(id, s ) - l (<)+ 
(id, s)-l(Ax). It is clear that ..~= (id, s ) - l (< ), then -~X= (id, s)-l(Ax), which means 
that X" has complement and -~ A'= {x E X [Vy e X y <_ x}. 
Proposition 1. Let (X, <_ ) be linearly ordered and g: X - - ,X  a successor function, 
then 
(a) g preserves the order; 
(b) i f  X is decidable and T: E--, F an exact coexact functor between toposes, then 
T(g) is a successor function for (T(X), T( <)). 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
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A finite cardinal is an object X which is K-finite and linearly ordered. For more 
details see [1]. 
For any Xe  [El let support(X) be the image of X~ 1. 
Proposition 2. Any finite cardinal X has a successor function g: X ~X such that 
support(equalizer(g, id))= support(X). 
Proof. Let < be a linear order for X. By [1, Proposition 1 ] we have that < has a com- 
plement in X x X, hence it is K-finite. Since X" is the image of  < ,  then A" is K-finite 
also, therefore )(  has a complement in X. Observe that -~ X= {x e X [Vy ~ X y < x}. 
On the other hand 
= ~yeX y>x 
= {yeXIy>x} eK+(X). 
Let go : f (+X be such that ~go(x)=min{yeX[y>x}.  Define g: X+X so that 
g/X=go and g/-~X=id-~x, g: X - - ,X  is a successor function for (X, _) :  
(a) =(x,y)eXxXAg(x)<_yc~x<g(x)Ag(x)<--yAxe rS(1 
¢,x< y 
¢~ (x,y) e r<l ;  
(b) ~xeX~xeXvxe  ~X 
=, x < g(x) v g(x) = x 
= x <_ g(x). 
Finally, 
~3xeXxe rX~ = rXa eK+(X)  
=~yeXVxeXy>_x  [1, Lemma 2] 
= ~ty ~ X g( y) = y 
3y e X y e equalizer(g, idx). 
But it is clear that support(equalizer(g, idx))c_ support(X) and therefore they are 
equal. [] 
Proposition 3. Let X be a finite cardinal. I f  g : X--*X is a successor function for X, 
then X - -~ X--,support(X) is a coequalizer. 
id x 
Proof. We prove first that X- - -~X~suppor t (X)  is a coequalizer in the boolean 
id x 
topos of the K-finite decidable objects of E (see [2, Theorem 1.1]. Let us suppose 
for the moment hat E is boolean. 
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Let - _c X x X be an equivalence relation that contains the graph of g, then 
~x~ -~X ~ ({z~x l  -~ (z -x )}  ~K+(X)v{z~Xl -~(z -x )}  = r~ ~)^x~ -~"  
= xe  -~XA(~txo~X xo=max {z~X[  -~ (x -  z)^ -~ (Xo-X)}) 
v{zeXJz -x}=rx  ~
= X e "~ XA ffxo ~ X (g(Xo) = Xo VXo < g(xo) 
Axo= max{z  ~ X I -~ (z--x)}^ -~ (Xo- X)V {z ~ X ] z -  x} = rXa 
(x e -~ X A ~tXo e X g(xo) =XoA -~ (x0-- x))V~/Xo e X g(xo) -- x A -~ (Xo -- x) 
v{zeX lz -x}=rx  1
JXo e X g(x) = xAg(xo) = xoA -~ (xo-- x) V3Xo ~ X g(xo) -  x 
^ -~(Xo-X)^xo-g(xo)V{zeXIz-x}= rx~ 
~Xo ~ X xo = x^ -~ (xo -  x) v~/x0 e X xo - x^ -1 (:Co- X)V {z e X l z -  x} = rx~ 
= ~txoeXxo-xA -~(Xo-X)V{z~Xlx-z} = rx~ 
fa lsev {z  ~XIz -x}  = rg l  
={z~xlz -x}=~x ~. 
Then 
~x,y~X= x ,y~XAxeX 
= x, y ~ X A I~tx ~ X x ~ X 
= x, y eXA~tz  e X z e -~ X 
~ ~tz E X x, y E X A z E ~ Y( 
~ I~tz ~Xx- -ZAZ-X  
~x- -y .  
To continue the proof we must show that the equivalence relation that contains 
the graph of g is a K-finite decidable subobject of X x X, and using the previous 
argument we have proved the proposition. 
Definition. (a) If X' is a variable of type/2 x, let R(X')  be the smallest equivalence 
relation of X'  which contains the graph of g/X' .  
(b) I f  R 1, R 2 are variables of type £2 xxx ,  let L(RI,  R2) be such that 
= L(RI,  R2)= {(x, y) E X xx l  ~tz eX  (x, z) ~ RIA(z, y) e R2}. 
Lemma 4. I f  X is decidable, then 
(a) ~X'~I2xAX"eK(X)AX"c_X '=R(X ' ) /X"=R(X" ) ,  










(x, y), ( y, z) ~ L(R(X') ,  R( Y')) = (x, z) ~ L(R(X'),  R( Y') ), 
(x, y) ~ R(X')  A ( y, z) ~ L(R(X'),  R(Y' ) )  = (x, z) ~ L(R(X'),  R(Y')) ,  
(x, y) ~ R(Y ' )  A ( y, Z) e L(R(X'),  R(Y' ) )  = (x, z) ~ R(Y') ,  
(x, y) e L(R(X'), R( Y '))A ( y, Z) e L(R( Y'), R (X  ')) = (x, y) ~ R(X  '), 
= (x, y) e L(R(X'), R(Y ' ) )  ~ (y, x) ~ L(R(Y') ,  R(X')). 
X '  ~ DxAX"  ~ K(X)AX"  C_ X '  = X '  ~ g2 xAX"  ~ 2xAX"  C_ X' ,  
(R=R(X" )UR(~X") )  
= fiR ~D x×x (R is an equivalence relation in XAX"~ 2 x 
AX" C_ X 'AR/X"  = R(X")Agraph(g) c_ R) 
= R(X')  c R IX '^RIX"= R(X") 
= R(X ' ) /X"  c_ R /X"AR/X"  = R(X")  
= R(X") z R (X ' ) /X"  
= R(X") = R(X ' ) /X" ;  
(x, y), ( y, z) e L(R(X') ,  R(Y'))  
= .TZl, z2 eX(x, Zl) ~R(X')A(Zl ,y)  eR(Y ' )A (y ,  z2) 6R(X ' )  
A(z2,z) eR(Y ' )  
= ~tz~, z2 e X (X, Zl), (y, z2) ~ R(X')A(Zl,  y), (z2, z) e R(Y ' )  
= .7z l ,z2eX(x,  zl),(y, z2)~R(X' )A(Z l ,y ) , (z2 ,z )~R(Y ' )  
AZl,Z2,YEX'N Y' 
(R(X')/X'CI Y '= R(Y ' ) /X 'N  Y') 
Yzl , z2 e X (x, zl ) e R(X')  A ( y, z2), (zl , Y), (z2, z) e R( Y') 
=3Zl ~X(x,  z l )~R(X ' )A(Z l ,Z )~R(Y ' )  
= (x, z) ~. L(R(X'),  R( Y')); 
(x, y) e R(X')  ^  ( y, z) e L(R(X'), R( Y')) 
(x, y) e R(X  ") A,-TZl e X ( y, Zl) e R(S ' )  A (zl , Z) ~ R( Y ') 
= ,~tZl ~X(x ,  zl) ~ R(X')A(Zl,  z) ~.R(Y') 
=, (x, z) e L(R(X'), R( Y')); 
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(d) 
(e) 
(x, y) ~ R(Y')^ ( y, z) ~ L(R(X') ,  R( Y')) 
-- ~tZl EX(x ,y )eR(Y ' )A(Z l ,Z )~R(Y ' )A(Y ,  Z l )~R(X' )  
= YZl ~X(x ,y )  eR(Y ' )A(z l ,  z) eR(Y ' )A(y ,  Zl) eR(X' )Ay,  zl eX ' f3  Y', 
(R (X ' ) /X 'N  Y'= R( Y ' ) /X"  CI Y') - Yz~ ~ X (x, y) ~ R(Y' )  ^  (y, Zl ) ~ R(Y ' )  
A(Zl ,Z)~R(Y')  
- (x, z) ~ R( Y'); 
(x, y) ~ L(R(X '), R( Y')) A (y, z) e L(R( Y'), R(X'))  
~tzl, z2 ~ X (x, zl) ~ R(X')A(zl,  y) e R( Y')A(y, z2) e R( Y') 
A(z ,z)eR(X') 
2tzl , zE e X (x, Zl ), (Zz, Z) e R(X  ') A (Zl , Y), (Y, Z2) e R( Y') 
~tzl , z2 e X (x, zl ), (z2, z) ~ R(X  ') A (Zl , Z2) ~ R( Y') AZl , z2 e X '  f'l Y', 
(R (X ' ) /X '  N Y'= R( Y ' ) /X  " N Y') - ~tz~ , z2 e X (x, zl ), (z2, z) e R(X ' )  
A(Z , Z2) R(X'); 
~ (x, z) e R(X')  
(f) obvious. [] 
(a) = X , Y' e K(X)  
- R(X 'U  Y') = R(X') U R(Y') U L(R(X'), R(Y')) O L(R(Y'), R(X')) ,  
(b) i f  X is K-finite then =X',  Y" eK(X)AR(X ' ) ,R (Y ' )  are K-finite~ R(X 'U  Y') 
is K-finite. 
Proof. (a) Let us prove first that 
X;  Y' ~ K(X)  ~ R(X ' )  LI R(Y ' )  13 L(R(X'),  R(Y'))  13 L(R(Y'), R(X') )  
is an equivalence relation: 
(i) ~X;  Y'  ~K(X)A(x ,y )~R(X ' )UR(Y ' )UL(R(X ' ) ,R (Y ' ) )UL(R(Y ' ) ,R (X ' ) )  
(x, y) ~ R(X')  v (x, y) e R( Y') v (x, y) ~L(R(X') ,  R( Y')) 
v (x, y) ~ L(R( Y'), R (X  ')) 
( y, x) ~ R(X' )  v ( y, x) ~ R( Y') v ( y, x) ~ L(R( Y '), R (X  ')) 
v(y,  x) e L(R(X'), R( Y')) 
( y, x) ~ R(X')  U R( Y') LI L(R(X'),  R( Y')) U L(R( Y'), R(X')), 
Lemma 5. Let X be decidable, then 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
= X;  Y' eK(X)AxeX 'U  Y' 
= x~X'vx~ Y' 
= (x, x) e R(X ' )  v (x, x) e R( Y ') 
(x, x) ~ R(X') U R(Y') 13 L(R(X'), R(Y')) U L(R( Y'), R(X')), 
~ X ;  Y" ~ K(X) 
A(x, y), ( y, Z) ~ R(X') U R( Y O U L(R(X'), R(Y')) U L(R( Y'), R(X')) 
(x, y), (y, z) e R(X')v (x, y), (y, z) • R(Y') V (x, y) ~ R(X')A(y, Z) e R(Y') 
V (x, y) e R(Y') A (y, Z) e R (X') V (x, y), (y, z) e L(R(X'), R(Y')) 
v(x, y) ~ R( Y') A ( y, Z) ~ L(R(X'), R( Y') ) V ( y, z) e R( Y') 
A(x, y) ~ L(R(X'), R( Y')) v (x, y) e R(X ') A ( y, z) ~ L(R(X'), R( Y')) 
v ( y, z) ~ R(X') A (x, y) e L(R(X'), R(Y')) V (x, y), ( y, z) e L(R(Y'), R(X')) 
v (x, y) ~ R(X') A (y, Z) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) V (y, z) ~ R(X') 
A (x, y) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) V (x, y) ~ R(Y') A (y, Z) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) 
v(y, z) ~ R(Y') ^  (x, y) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) V (x, y) e L(R(X'), R(Y')) 
A ( y, Z) e L(R(Y'), R(X ')) v (x, y) e L(R(Y'), R(X')) 
A(y, Z) ~ L(R(X'), R(Y')) 
(x, z) ¢ R(X') V (x, z) e R( Y') v 3y e X (x, y) e R(X')  A ( y, z) ~ R( Y') 
V ~ty ~ X (x, y) ~ R( Y') A ( y, z) ~ R(X') v (x, z) ~ L(R(X'), R( Y')) 
V (x, z) ~ R(Y') V (z, y) ~ R(Y' )  A (y, x) ~ L(R (Y'), R(X')) 
V(x, z) e L(R(X'), R(Y'))V (z, y) e R(X') A ( y, x) e L(R( Y'), R(X')) 
v(x, z)~L(R(Y'), R(X')) V (x, z)~R(X' )V(z ,y)eR(X ' )  
A(y, x) e L(R(X'), R( Y')) V (x, z) ~ L(R( Y'), R(X')) V (z, y) ~ R(Y')) 
A(y, x) e L(R( Y'), R(X')) V (x, z) e R(X') v (x, z) ~ R(X') v (x, z) E R( Y') 
= (x, y)~R(X')v(x,  z)~R(Y' )v(x,  z)~L(R(X'), R(Y')) 
v (x, z) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) v (x, z) ~ L(R(X'), R(Y')) V (z, x) e R(X') 
V(x, z) ~ L(R(Y'), R(X')) V (x, z) e R(X')v (z, x) e L(R(X'), R(Y')) 
v(x, z) ~ L(R( Y'), R(X')) v (z, x) ~ R(Y')v(x, z) e R(X') v (x, z) ~ R( Y') 
= (x, z) ~ R(X') U R(Y') U L(R(X'), R(Y')) U L(R(Y'), R(X')). 
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Therefore 
X; Y' e K(X)A(x, y), (y, z )~R(X' )U R(Y') LI L(R(X'),R(Y'))UL(R(Y'),  R(X')) 
(x, z) ~ R(X') U R(Y')  U L(R(X '), R( Y')) U L(R( Y'), R(X')  ); 
from (i), (ii), Off) we have 
X;  Y' ~ K(X) =~ R(X') IJ R(Y')  U L(R(X "), R(Y')) U L(R( Y'), R(X')) 
is an equivalence relation containing the graph of g/X'U Y'. 
It is clear that 
~ X', Y' ~ K(X) 
R(X'U Y') ~_ R(X') U R(Y') U L(R(X'), R(Y'))U L(R(Y'), R(X')). 
Hence 
~ X', Y" ~ K(X) 
= R(X'LI Y') = R(X') U R(Y')  LJ L(R(X'), R( Y ')) LI L(R(Y'), R(X')). 
(b) Since the subtopos of K-finite decidable objects is closed under images and 
finite limits we have 
~ X', Y" ~K(X)AR(X') ,  R(Y')  are K-finite 
L(R(X'),R(Y')) ,L(R(Y') ,  R(X')) are K-fnite, 
i.e. 
=X;  Y 'EK(X)AR(X') ,R(Y ' )  are K-finite=R(X'U Y') is K-finite. [] 
Lemma 6. Let X be as in Proposition 3 and L(X) = {X' ~ K(X) I R(X) ~ K(X x X)}. 
Then K(X)= L(X), in particular rX1 ~ L(X) and R(X) is K-finite and decidable. 
Proof. (i) It is clear that tel x factors through L(X). 
(ii) {. }x factors through L(X): 
x E X R({x})  = { (x, x), (x, g(x)), (g(x), x) } 
~R({x})eK(XxX)  
= {x} L(x).  
(iii) L(X) is closed under binary unions: 
X', Y' ~ L(X) = X '  ~ K(X), Y" ~ K(X)AR(X'),  R(Y')  are K-finite 
~ R(X'O Y') is K-finiteAX'U Y" ~K(X) 
~ X 'U  Y' ~ L(X). 
Therefore K(X) c_ L(X), then K(X) = L(X). This concludes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3. [] 
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Proposition 7. Let (X, <) be a linear order in topos E, with X decidable. Let 
s, s °p : X - ,  X be successor functions for  (X, <) and (X, <op) respectively, such that 
s 
X ;X~suppor t (X)  is a coequalizer. I f  fo r  every X 'c_Xsuch  that s(X')c_x' ,  
id 
s°P(X ') c_ X" and support(X) = support(X'), then X '=X.  
Proof. Let T) (a 'b ) 'x×x be the union of X 
We have, 
Since 
(s, idx) (id X, s) 
,XxX  and X ,XxX.  
=s(n) e rX'l =, s(n)e rx' l  A(n=s(n)Vn<s(n))  
= n e rX'lVs(n) • rx '  1 An <s(n) 
=> n • rx" l V s°P(s(n)) e X '  As°P(s(n)) = n 
=nerX ,  l vnerX  ,1 
=> n ~. rg' l  
=xerx  ,1 s(x)erx =s(n)erx =nerX 
X'  is T-closed in the sense of [4, p. 161]. The graph of s is comained in T, so 
a 
T- -~ X- '  support(X) is a coequalizer. 
b 







is a pullback; then by [4, Lemma 5.51] since X '  is T-closed we have that X '  is XxX-  
closed; then 
=xerx = xe ^xe rx 
ffx e Xx  e rx~ Axe  rXI 
=, ~yEX ye  FX'l Axe  rx  1 
=~ Yy eX  (y,x) e rX xX l  A y e rX'7 
=, Yy~Xx~rX '1 (X '  is XxX-c losed) 
Hence ~ rATa C_ rx'l, that is X=X' .  [] 
Proposition 8. Let (X, _< ) be a linear order, with X decidable and let s, s °p : X-~ X 
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be successor functions for (X, <-)s and (X, ~op) respectively. I f  support(X)= 
support(equalizer(s °p, idx)) and X--3~ X ~ support(X) is a coequalizer, then 
id 
VX' e~2X ( (VxeX {z eX[z<x} c_X' = xeX ' )= X'= rXn ). 
Proof. Denote by S the following object: 
{x[ VX' e mX (VzeX ({ y[ y<z} c_ X" ~ zeX ' )~ { Y~XlY<x} cX')}.  
We will prove that s(S)c_ S, s°P(S)c_ S and support(X)= support(S). 
(a) s(S) ~ S: 
~xeSA VzeX({y[y<z} c_ X'  ~ z~X' )  
{ y [y<x} c_ X'A({ y ]y<x} c X'=, xeX ' )  
{ y[y<x} C_ X 'AxEX"  
~{yly<_x}c__X' 
{ yly<s(x)} c_X'. 
Therefore, 
~xeS~(VzEX({y[y<z} c_X':~ zeX ' )~ {yly<s(x)} c_X') 
gx '  Ef2 x (Vz eX  ({ y [y<z} c_ X '  ~ z eX ' )  ~ { y[y<s(x)} c_ X') 
s(x) e S. 
(b) s°P(S) c_ S: 
~xeS^ Vz eX  ({y[y<z} c_X' ~ z eX')=* {y[y<x} c_ X '  
~{y[y<s°P(x)}c_X ', 
i.e. 
~x~ S~(Vz~X({y ly<z} c_X'~ z~X' )~ {yly<s°P(x)} ~X')  
VX' e~2 x (Vz~X({y ly<z} cX '  ~ zeX ' )~ { y[y<s°P(x)} c_X') 
! 
=~ sOP(x) E S. 
(c) support(X)= support(S): we have that 
m ~tx eX  x e X ~ ~ty e X s°P(y) = y 
~yeX{yeX y<x}=rqb 1.
On the other hand 
{ y[y<x} = r¢l A Vz eX  ({ y[y<z} ~ X'=~ z eX' )~,  { y ly<x} ~ X', 
that is 
~ {yly<x}=r¢~ I 
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Then 
~(gzeX({y ly<z}c_X '~z~X' )~{y <x}c_X' )  
gX" el9 x (gz ~X ({ y ly<z  } c_ X '  = z ~X ' )= { y[y<x} _X') )  
~xES.  
~3xEXxeX~ YxeXxe S. 
Hence support(X) c_ support(S), so support(S) =support(X). 
Applying Proposition 8 we have that X= S. 
On the other hand: 
Vz ~X ({ y Iy<z} c_ X '  = z ~X ' )Ax~X 
Vz ~X ({ y Iy<z} c_X' = z EX')AX<S(X)AS(x)ES 
= VzeX({y[y<z} C_X'= zeX')^x<_s(x)^{yly<s(x)} c_X" 
({ yly<s(x)} c_X' = s(x)~X')A {y[y<s(x)} c_ X'Ax<_s(x) 
= { y [y < s(x)} C_ X'As(x) ~ X'Ax<s(x) 
{ yly<_s(x)} C_ X'Ax<_s(x) 
=xEX' .  
Consequently 
~(Vz~X {y Iy<z} c_X" = zeX ' )= (x~X= x~X' )  
VxeX (xeX~ xeX ' )  
~ rXl C_ X" 
= rx1 =X"  
which proves the proposition. [] 
Corollary 9. Let Ebe  a topos and X~ ]El. I f  X is a finite cardinal or the Natural 
Numbers object, then 
Ir'X'~t2X (gzeX({y  y<z} C_X" =zeX ' )=X'= rX1). 
Proposition 10. Let (X, < ) be a linear order with X decidable. Let s, s °p. X--} X be 
successor functions for  (X, <) and_ (X, _<op) respectively such that support(X)= 
support(equalizer(s°P, id)) and X--~-s----~--}X~support(X) is a coequalizer. Then if 
id 
X'  c_ X, s(X') c_ X '  and equalizer(s°P, id) c_ X ;  then X '=X.  
Proof. If 
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S is closed under s: 
=xeSA{yeX ly<s(x)  } c_ rx'l = x•SA{y ly<x} C_ rx'l 
~X~ rx ' l  
s(x)e rx' l  
x e S = ({ y [y < s(x)} C_ rx ' l  = s(x) e rX"l) 
= s(x) • S. 
S is closed under s°P: 
=x•SA{y[y<s°P(x)} C_X' 
{ Y lY <s°P(x)} c rx'~ Ax • SA(s°P(s°P(x))=---s°P(x))vsOP(x) ~> sOP(sOP(x)) 
s°P(x) e rx' lv({ y [y <s°P(x)} c_ rx' l As°P(x)> s°P(s°P(x))) 
(equalizer (s °p, id) c_ X ' )  
:=~ sOP(x)• F x '  IV(sOP(sOP(x))• FX ,  1 As(sOP(sOP(x)))-.. sOP(x)) 
=s°P(x)• rx'Ivs°P(x)e rx'l  (s(X')c_X') 
= s°P(x)e rx '1 
so, we have 
~xES =({yly<s°P(x)} C_ rx ' l  = s°P(x) E FX'I) 
s°P(x) e S. 
(c) support(X)= support(S): It is clear that 
=xe rx' l  A {zlz<x} c rx'~ ~ xe  rx'~, 
therefore we have that 
=xerx  '~ ~({z lz<x}cX '~x~X' )  
=*X~ F~I, 
i.e. 
~YxeXx~ rx'l = f fxeXxe  rS1, 
so support(X') c_ support(S) but since support(X') = support(X), then support(S) = 
support(X). Applying Proposition 7 we get S = X, so ~ Iz'x e X {z [ z < x} ~ rx '  1 = 
xe  rx ' l ;  by Proposit ion 8 we obtain that ~ VxeX({y ly<x } c_ rx'l =xe  rx' l)  = 
rx' l  =X, therefore ~ rX'l = rx1, that is X'=X.  [] 
Corolary 11. Let E be any topos and X~ IE[. 
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(a) I f  X is a finite cardinal or a Natural Numbers object hen it satisfies the induc- 
tion axiom. 
(b) Let X be as in Proposition 10, then X admits a unique successor function 
s :X~X.  
Theorem 12. Let E be any topos and Xe  [EI. The following properties are equi- 
valent: 
(a) X is a finite cardinal. 
(b) X is a complemented subobject of  an object Y with the following properties: 
(i) Y is decidable and it has linear order <<_, 
(ii) ( Y, < ) has successor functions , s °p. Y ~ Y such that Y - -~ Y--* 1 is a co- 
equalizer and support(equalizer(id, s))= support(equalizer(id, s °p))id= 1. 
Proof. (a = b) If  X is a finite cardinal, then X+ 1 is a finite cardinal. By Proposition 
2 and Proposit ion 3 for Y=X+ 1 there exist s, s °p : Y~ Y with the required pro- 
perties. 
(b = a) It is sufficient o prove that Y is K-finite since that would imply that Y is a 
finite cardinal and then X as well. I f  s : (Y, _<)~(Y, ___) is a successor function and 
r '  = { y E Y [ {z ~ Y [ z < y} ~ K(Y)} c_ Y, then s(Y') c_ r '  and equalizer(s °p, id) c_ r'. 
(a) s(Y')c_ Y': 
=y~ ry,1 = {ze YIz<_y} is K-finite 
= {ze Ylz<_ y}U{s(y)} is K-finite 
{z e Ylz<_s(y)} is K-finite 
= s(y) ~ ry,1 
(b) ~ y ~ equalizer(id, s °p) = s °p (y) = y 
={zeY[z<-y}={y} 
= {z~ YIz <- y} ~K(Y) 
=ye ry,1, 
i.e. equalizer(id, s °p) c__ Y'. Applying Proposit ion 10, we have that Y '=  Y. On the 
other hand 
~._Txe Yxe  Y=~ i.Tye Ys (y )=yAye ry,l 
= iYye Ys(y)=yA {Ze Ylz<_ y} eK(Y)  
= 3ye  Y ry l=  {ze Y lz<Y}A{ze  Ylz<_y} eK(Y)  
= ry1 eK(Y) .  
But =Yxe Yxe  rye, therefore = ry1 eK(Y) ,  that is, Y is K-finite. This concludes 
the proof  of the theorem. [] 
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Corollary 13. Every exact coexact functor preserves finite cardinals. 
Proof .  Let X be a f in ite cardinal ,  i f  Y=X+ 1 and g : Y~ Y is a successor  funct ion  
for a linear order < c_ Y × Y which is characterized by 
(i) _<opu<=y×y,  
(ii) <op O < = A r, 
(iii) i f  
--<2 ~ ~< 
_< ~X 
Pr2 
is a pullback then _<~ ~ X ×X factors through _<. 
If F is an exact coexact functor, then F(<_ ) is a linear order, F(Y) is decidable and 
F(Y) r~-~m~F(Y)~ 1 is a coequalizer. By Proposition 1 and Theorem 12 F(Y) is 
id 
a finite cardinal then so is F(X). [] 
Def in i t ion .  Let T: E--, F be an exact coexact functor and X e ]E 1, then 
(a) let it: T(I2)--,£2 be defined in the following pullback: 
i T 
T(~) , 12 
7(1) ,1 
(b) let ." T(~X)~ T(x) be the un ique  morph ism that cor responds  to 
ir T(I2X)×T(X)--_T(I2X×x) r(ev), T(~) ,g2 
Observation. Note that T(f2 x) is a lattice with the following operations: 
T(QX)x T(~X)--- T(~XxQ x) T(vX), T(cIx), 
T(~X) x T(Qx) -- T(QX xQ x) T(AX), T(~X), 
1 ~- T(1) T(¢X) , T(Qx), 1 = T(1) T(X~), T(Qx). 
Propos i t ion  14. • • T(g2 x)--, £2 r(x) & a lattice homomorphism, moreover 
• °T({'}x)={'}rtx), • ° T(r¢,~) = rC~-(x), "°T(rX1)=rT(X) 1• 
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Proof. We prove first the proposition for X= 1. In this case iT=. We will prove 
that the following diagrams commute: 
i T iT 
T( D ) ,12 T( -Q ) , £2 
T(V) 





T(-Q)x T(O) ,Oxo  T(-Q) x T(O) ,-Qx-Q 
i T X i T i T X i T 
We know that V:-Q x £2 ~-Q is the unique characteristic function of j:Dv-Q 
£2 x £2 where j is the image of 
( id idt) "D+-Q~-QX-Q" 
Since T preserves finite limits and finite colimits, the following diagram 
commutes: 
(id itd) 
T(-Q ) + T(-Q )=- T(-Q + -Q ) , T(-Q ) ~ T(-Q ) 
(iT(1) r(t)~id / 
Then T(-Qv -Q ) = T(-Q)v T(-Q ), therefore 
T ( -Q ) x T ( -Q ) --_ T ( -Q x -Q ) 
T(-Q)V T(-Q) ---- T(-Qv-Q) 
T(V) i T 
, T(-Q) ,-Q 
,7"(1) ,1 
is a pullback. 
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On the other hand consider 
i Tx i  T 
T(I2) x T(f2) 
T(f2) + T(12) 
, f2x f2  
i:) 
By the definition of iT the outer rectangle is a pullback and by properties of epic- 
monic factorization we have 
i T X i T 
T(I2 ) x 7"([2) , [2 x E2 
r (~)v r(~) , ~v~ 
J 




1 ,1  
defines A. Since T preserves finite limits we have that 










is a pullback. 
By definition of iT it is clear that 
T(~) x T(t2) 
r(1) 
i T x i T A 
, .Q x..Q 
l (t, t )  
,1 
, I2 
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is a pullback. 
We have proved that A o ir x ir and iT ° T(A) o -- play the role of characteristic 
function of (T(t), T(t)), therefore they are equal. 
Let us consider the general case for Xe  ]E I arbitrary. We want to prove that 
(i) T(i2X)×T(i2x ) . x .  ,~T(X) x~.~T(X ) 
T(,.Q x × g2 x) 
T(V x) 
V T(X) 
T(F2x) , ~T(X) 
(ii) T(~.2X) x T(~,~X ) " x" ) ~,.~T(X) x ~.~T(X ) 






V X is the unique morphism such that the following diagram commutes: 
(~x~)XxX=(~Xx~X)x  X VXxX,~xxx  
~x~ , ~ 
V 
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Let us consider the following commutative diagrams: 
T(.Q x)  x T(.Q x)  x T (X)  (" x . ) x T(X) ff2 T(X) X ~"2 T(X) X T (X)  vT(X)X T(X) ff2 T(X) X T(X)  
T( (g  x .Q)x x X) 
7"(£2 x.Q) _= T(#) x T(£2) iTXiT V ~g 
(£2 x £2) T(x) x T(X) 
, ~xg  
T ( Q  ) 
ev  
T(E2 x) x T(E2 x) x T(X)= T(E2 x x £2 x) x T(X) 
T((t2 x g)x  x X) 




T(V) i T 
, T(¢2 x) x T(X) 
[. x T(X) 





Therefore diagram (i) commutes. 
We know that A x is unique such that 
(£2 x £2) x xX=(gX x# X) xX  
ev 
.f2 x .Q A 
AXxx, f2 x xX  
,Q  
commutes. 
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The following diagrams are commutative: 
T(D x) x T(D x) x T(X) (. x . ) x T(X) D r(x)  x D T(X) X T (X)  A nx) x T(X) .QT(X) x T(X) 
T((£~ x £2)x x X) 
T(D x D) = T(D) x T(D) 
(D x D) r(x) x T(X) 
i T X i T A 




T(D x) x T(D x) x T(X)~ T(D x x D x) x T(X) 
T(A x) x T(X) 
, T(D x) x T(X) 
T((D x D )x  x X) -- 
T(DxD)  , T (D)  , £2 
T(A) iT 
T(DXxDXxx)T(AX×X)T(DXxX)  Dr(X)x T(X) 
Hence we see that the two paths of (ii) correspond to the same map, so they are 
equal. 
We establish now that 
T(D x) , D T(X), 
r(%) I / 
1 
T(D x) ~ D T(X) 
1 
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commute. Transposing the first diagram we obtain 
T(r~lx) x T(X) 
1 x T(X)  = T(1) x T(X)  , T(Y2 x) × T(X)  
Z 
T(rO1 x X X) 
= T(1 xX) T(X)  
[ 2 
, T(g2 x × X)  
T(ev) 
T(Q) 




We observe that 
T(X)  
= T(~) 
r(x~) i T 
, T(Y2) , I2 
IT(t) It 
, T (1 )  1 
is a pullback, i.e. iT o T(X¢)=XCrcx ,. Therefore the first triangle commutes. 
Similarly let us consider the following commutative diagram: 
T(rX 1 ) x T(X) • x T(X) 
1 x T(X)-~ T(1)x TO() , T(E2 x) x T(X)  , E2T~X) x T(X)  








T(true x) ir 
, T (~)  ,~  
, 7 ' (1)  , 1 
is a pullback, ir  o T(truex)= truertx). Consequently the second triangle commutes. 
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Finally we have to prove the commutativity of 
T(£2 x) , f2r(x) 
T({" }x) }T(X) 
T(X) 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
T(X) x T(X) 
T(X x X)  
T({" }x) x T(X) 
, T(g2 x) x T(X) 
/ 
r({-}xxX) T(J2 x xX) 
[ T(ev) 
T(¢2) i7 
• x T (X)  
, .Q T(X) × T (X)  
ev  
Since T preserves finite products we have that T(dx)=Artx) ,  therefore 
T(X) x T(X) = T(X × X)  
d T(X) l 
T(X) = T(X) 
T(XA.) i r 
, T(,.Q) ,~  
T(Ax) T(t) t 
, T(1) -= 1 
is a pullback. Consequently we get that 
T(Xa x ) 
T(X) × T(X)=_ T(X x X)  , T(I2 ) 
i T 
is equal to 
X A T.(x) 
T(X) x T(X) ,12, 
i.e. the triangle commutes. [] 
Corollary 15. The image of  T(K(X)) >-~ T(I2 x) -~ g-2 T(X) contains K(T(X)). 
Proof. This image is an upper semilattice of (f2 r(x), U) containing rq~l x, {. } rtx). [] 
Corollary 16. I f  X is a finite cardinal, then T(2 x) is a boolean algebra and 
T(2 x) -~ 2 x is a boolean algebra homomorphism. 
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Proof. Since X, T(2 x) are finite cardinals they belong to a boolean subtopos of E, 
which is closed under finite coproducts, finite limits and exponentiations, therefore 
T(2 x)-~ 2 x is defined in this subtopos. We may assume that E is boolean. By 
Proposition 14 we know that T(2 x)-~ 2 x is a lattice homomorphism. Since T is 
exact and 2 x is a boolean algebra, T(2 x) is a boolean algebra. To prove that • is 
a homomorphism of boolean algebras we must just prove that 
T(2 x) T(-~x), T(2 x) 
• 1 l" 
2T(x) ~ 2/'(x) 
mT(X 
commutes. Let us consider the following commutative diagrams: 
T(2 x) x T(X) T(-~x) x T(X) T(2X ) × T(X) = T(2 x x X) T(ev) , T(2) -- 2 
~-T(  ~X x X) /~  ) 
T(2 x X X)~~(ev) .  , T(2) 
and 
T(2 x) × T(X) 
T(2 x x X)  
-,T(X)x T(X) 2T(X ) X T(X) • x T(X)  ,2  T(X) X T (X)  
[v [ev 
, r (2 ) ;  2 ,2  r(ev) 
"3  
But T(2)~T(-~)-~T(2)=_2 is equal to T(2)=2 ,2 since these morphisms are the 
characteristic functions of T(1) Tffalse), T(2). Consequently the above square 
commutes. [] 
Lemma 17. I f  X is a finite cardinal, then the following diagram is a pullback: 
T(2 x) 
r(ro.~')[ 





Proof. Since X and T(2 x) are finite cardinals we may assume that the topos E is 
boolean (the subtopos of finite cardinals is boolean and its inclusion in E preserves 
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finite limits, see [1]). 
Note that the pullback of r0~-tx ) along ." T(2 x)--* 2 rtx) may be obtained in the 
following manner: T(2 x) -~ 2 rtx) corresponds to 
T(2X ) × T(X) = T (2Xxx  ) T(ev) , T(2)=2. 
If S is the pullback of false" 1 ~2 along this morphism, then Vx~ T(X) (S) is the 
pullback of 1 ,2 r~x) along -" T(2X)~2 r~x). 
On the other hand we have 
T(2x)× T(X)= T(2Xxx)  T(ev) , T(2)=2 
S --- T(--1 6x) • T(I)-- 1 
is a pullback. Since T preserves fix, it preserves Vx. Therefore 
T( Vpr 2 ( ~ Ex) ) -- VT(pr2) T( ~ ¢;x) ~ VT(Pr2) S. 
It is clear that [ Vpr2 (-1 ex)! = 1 ,2 x. Consequently we get that 
T(Vpr2 --, ex) = T(r0~) • T( I )~ T(2 x) 
is the pullback of Or(x) along • . [] 
Theorem 18. I f  X is finite cardinal, then ." T(2X)~2 T(x) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (i) -" T(2 x) ~ 2 TtX) is monic. If d x.  2xx  2x_~ 2 x is the sum of the boolean 
algebra 2 x, T(A x) is the sum in T(2X). Consider 
=-(y)=- (Z)=.  (y)A r(x). (Z)= r0~-(x ) 
=. (yT(d X)z)= r0~-tx ) 
= yr(AX)z  = T(rO~(x)) 
=y=z.  
(ii) -" T(2X)-~2 rtx) is an epimorphism. We have seen that 2rtx)=J~ 




Theorem 19. Let E and F be toposes and T: E ~ F an exact coexact functor. IrA, B 
are finite cardinals, then T(AB) = T(A) T(B). 
Proof. Let FrE be the interpretation of the formula 
Va, al, b (a, b) ~ RA(al, b) ~ R = a = al 
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where a, a~ are variables of type A, b is a variable of type B and R is a variable of 
type f2 AxS. We may assume without loss of generality that E and F are boolean. 
Consequently T(FrE)= FrF, since =,  V are defined in terms of logical symbols 
preserved by T. 
On the other hand A B is defined in the following pullback: 
i ~/Prl 
FrE> ~ 2 A ×B 
A 8 
,2  A 
, 1 
Let us consider the following diagram: 
Fr  F 
T(A) r(s) 
T(FrE) T(Ypr I o i) T(2A) 
,2  r(A) 
1" 
T(A B) _ I 






, T(1)  
The front and back squares are pullbacks, therefore T(A) r(s)= T(AS). [] 
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